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Today’s Objectives
and Next Steps

❖ Understand food skills in relation to the MN Food 
Charter & the rationale for creating an assessment tool.

❖ Hear from our project team about engaging youth 
across the state around the draft food skills definition

❖ Facilitate small-group discussions to learn and share 
knowledge about food skills & competencies.

❖ Invite attendees to participate in future opportunities 
as we continue to develop a food skills assessment tool. 



Small Group Icebreaker

Please answer the following question by writing your 
response(s) on sticky notes….

HOW DO YOU SEE FOOD SKILLS IN YOUTH 
CONTRIBUTING TO HEALTH  & WELLBEING?

Take a minute or two to share your responses in your small group.  
Please put your sticky notes on your input sheet 
before you leave the session.



What is it?

Reliable 
access to 
safe, healthy, 
affordable 
food for all



99
❖Food skills
❖Food 

environments
❖Food 

infrastructure

strategies



Schools Leader Guide

A resource for 
implementing 
Food Charter 
strategies to 
improve food 
environments 
and food skills



Why ‘food skills’? 
What does it mean?



Food Skills Goal



MFC Food Skills Strategies
The Big Picture

❖ Develop a validated tool to measure the impacts of food 
skills programming, and if appropriate, establish a 
baseline to demonstrate food skills as a public health 
issue among children

❖ Build support in state government

❖ Support creativity and leadership within the realm of 
family and consumer sciences

❖ Build collaboration among key partners to implement 
Food Charter food skills strategies



Year 1 - Literature Review & 
Collaborate with Canadian Experts



Year 2 - Project Timeline



Project Purpose Statement

To develop and validate a food skills 
assessment tool to understand the 

current level of food skills in MN youth 
population in order to identify which 
food skills, if any, impact short-term 

and long-term positive health 
outcomes.



Draft Food Skills Definition

Food skills are a combination of 
knowledge and hands-on skills 

necessary to create safe, nutritious, and 
culturally representative food.



Youth Engagement Questions
1. What do you think of when you hear the phrase “create 

food”?

2. What would you add if I say, create safe food?

3. What do you think are the hands-on skills needed to create 
food?

4. What would you add when I say “What knowledge do you 
need in order to create food”?

5. What comes to mind when you hear “Let's create a food that 
represents my culture”?



Youth Engagement Spaces
● Appetite for Change (North Minneapolis) - Community Cooks programming
● Youth Farm (various locations across Metro) - conversations with youth in their 

Project Lead program
● Urban Roots (East St. Paul) - table conversations during their Meal Day program 

(Fresh Cook youth leaders facilitated)
● Tamales y Bicicletas (Phillips Neighborhood in Minneapolis) - conversations with 

youth participating in their Urban Farm Institute
● Backus Community Center (International Falls) - summer youth nutrition site, 

facilitated by FACS (Lois Lewis) 
● MN State Fair

○ Urban Roots table at the Eco-Experience Building
○ MN Family & Consumer Sciences Day - Education Building - conversations with 

fair goers
● Statewide FACS classroom survey (ongoing) - administered by MDE & FACS



Urban Roots



MN FACS @ The MN State Fair



Tamales y Bicicletas
URBAN FARM INSTITUTE



Table Discussions

Food Skills Assessment Work Group draft Food Skills definition:

Food skills are a combination of knowledge and hands-on skills necessary to 
create safe, nutritious, and culturally representative food. 

1. Please provide feedback on the above draft definition of Food Skills for 
youth ages 14-18 years.  

2. What food skills do you think 14-18 year olds need to maintain overall health 
and wellbeing? 

3. How would a youth food skills assessment tool be useful in your work and/or 
your organization?



Food Skills (FS) White Paper: 
Initial Insights

Insight #1: Everyone researching this 
agrees that defining and measuring FS is 
extremely difficult.

Insight #2: Leading researchers 
recommend developing a more explicit 
FS theoretical framework.

Insight #3: Concepts from other 
fields may be helpful for refining 
our understanding of FS.



Some useful concepts 
from other fields

● Cultural anthropology
● Psychology
● Education/human development
● Philosophy



How might we conceptualize food skills?

• People apply their food skills—which include motor, perceptual, 
and conceptual skills—to navigate task domains including 
planning, selecting, preparing, and eating

• Task domains can be navigated individually or jointly

• People’s ability to successfully navigate tasks relies on their 
technical (explicit) knowledge and skills, which is nested in a 
larger body of tacit (experiential) knowledge and skill

• A fundamental aspect of food skills is that they are embedded 
within a changing food system, and can be flexibly applied and/or 
adapted as necessary

• Effective application of food skills support overall health and 
well-being



THANK YOU!



THANK YOU!



Tacit knowledge

• “We can know more than we can tell” 
(Polanyi, 1958)

• Knowledge that is difficult to transmit 
to another person by writing it down

• ‘Know-how’ versus ‘know-that’ (Ryle, 1945)

• Transfer usually requires extensive personal contact, regular 
interaction, and trust. Diffused through communities of practice

• Key to acquisition is experience

• A related concept is “embodied knowledge”

• Strong case to be made that most ‘food skills’ as developed and 
utilized in day-to-day life are largely if not mostly tacit



Ideas from skills research (psychology)

• Skills are notoriously difficult to measure
• Confusion between tasks and skills
• There are different types of skills: motor, 

perceptual, executive (planning)
• Common aspects of definition of ‘skill’ 

includes ability to:
– Do something, directed toward a particular goal
– Act, observe, understand, and adjust 

simultaneously
– Flexibly apply or adapt as necessary to the 

circumstance
– Act in present moment with consideration of past 

and future
– Consider past and future in present moment

“In particular, there is great 
confusion between tasks 
and skills…Tasks are more 
obvious and more easily 
described so that there is 
an automatic regression to 
talking about tasks even 
when the analyst purports 
to be interested in skills.” 

-Singleton, 1978



Philosophy: Phronesis 
(practical wisdom)

• Need to be able to make the case that food skills fundamentally 
related to health and well-being. But what is ‘good?’

• Concepts of phronesis (practical wisdom) and praxis (right action) 
provide a useful foundation



How might we conceptualize food skills?


